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Standard Model:
Band ’93

• Unique function that joins two power 
laws with continuous 1st derivative

• Although it is completely empirical, it 
can mimic OTTB, OT synchrotron & 
BB, each in the appropriate limit

• Usually parametrized in terms of the 
energy at the peak of the PD 
distribution: Epeak

• This definition requires that HE PL 
index  β < -2
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Low-Energy Index
α = -0.6 ± 0.07

High-Energy Index
β = -3.11 ± 0.07

νFν Peak Energy
Ep = 720 ± 10 keV
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BATSE: Full Sample

• Epeak distribution is narrow 
(FWHM ~ 1 decade in energy)

• Although a few very hard and 
very soft bursts exist, the 
predominant fitted values 
cluster near 200 keV

• Hard to soft evolution during 
a pulse may tend to pick out 
the median values

• Inclusion of weaker bursts 
adds events on the high 
energy side Goldstein et al. 2013 - sub.



BATSE Bright Bursts

• If α is a proxy for the low 
energy PL behavior of 
synchrotron, the distribution 
contains many that violate both 
‘lines of death’ (Preece et al. 
1998; Cohen et al. 1997)

OT Synchrotron 
‘Line of Death’

Slow Cooling 
‘Line of Death’

 Kaneko et al. 2005



Fermi Acceleration?

• Relativistic shock simulations 
tend to show universal PL index 
for the accelerated electrons,    
~ –2.4

• Assuming that the photon 
spectrum reflects this, we 
expect HE PL index to be 
constant at –2.2

• Typically, the HE PL index 
changes by –0.6 over the 
burst duration (Preece et al. 
98b)

1st order Fermi



New features: High Energy Power Law

• GRB 941017: Gonzalez et al. (2003)
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BATSE

Continuum only

EGRET-TASC:
Continuum+PL

Hard Gamma-ray excess



New Features: Photosphere

• Ryde et al., 2006: fitted photospheric 
function + PL to archival BATSE spectra

• Why does this work?

• GRB spectra with sufficient statistics 
for spectral analysis (45 σ) typically 
allow only 4 free parameters for 
fitting, as with Band GRB function

• BB + PL also has 4 free parameters

• Line of death problem replaced by 
physical values. Band α values are 
replaced by sum of BB +1 index and 
fitted PL index

• HE PL index change is also accounted for



Baring & Braby 2004

• Fermi Shock acceleration:

• Start with rel. Maxwellian (Tavani 1995) - 
BB precursor

• High-energy tail: pre-acceleration limit 
energy

• Power law growth from tail distribution

• Limited by available ‘seed’ particle 
spectrum

• Baring & Braby (2004):

• Predicted photon spectrum is not 
observed

• Predicted particle spectrum inconsistent 
with observed photon spectrum

Thermal Electrons

Power-law electrons

Fermi Shock Simulation

Fermi Shock Simulation



Next Steps

• Motivated by Baring & Braby 
(2004), Burgess et al. (2011) began 
fitting spectra with numerically 
integrated synchrotron emission 
from parametrized electron 
distributions

• Electron distributions are ‘life-like’: 
Fermi shock accelerated PL from 
a thermal (rel. Maxwellian) 
reservoir or fast cooling broken PL

• Fitting is done to the electron 
distribution, convolved with 
synchrotron emissivity kernel - too 
numerically intensive until recently
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Advantages

• Photospheric component 
evolution more tightly constrained

• kT better determined

• Probe independence (or 
correlation) of each 
component

• Fewer free parameters than 
Band GRB function

• Can now model the interplay 
between physical emission 
mechanisms
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Results of Synchrotron + BB Fit to GRB 110721A



Conclusions

• GRB Spectra have evolved considerably from Band function

• Case for extra components is now ironclad:

• HE Power Law or Exponentially attenuated PL

• BB or photospheric

• Some outstanding questions have plausible answers: Line of Death, X-ray 
excesses, change in HE PL index

• Fitting observed spectra to electron distributions convolved with Synchrotron 
or IC kernels now have great potential to make the next step


